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ABSTRACT
Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF) is a well-established process for precision optical finishing. The primary benefits
of MRF are its determinism, ability to finish complex surface shapes and good removal rate. Higher removal rates can
be desirable to reduce cycle times or increase the amount of material removal. Cases include but are not limited to
aspherization, harder materials, correcting higher error amplitudes, polishing very large aperture optics, and subsurface
damage removal. Novel developments have been made with the fluid nozzle, magnetic field, and wheel geometry to
increase the removal rate. Custom nozzle shapes are used to create a very wide MRF ribbon resulting in a much wider
removal function (spot). The increase in ribbon width requires the use of higher volumetric flow rates. The magnetic
field must be shaped to ensure that the field passes through this wider ribbon. Radius of curvature of the MRF wheel
parallel to the axis of rotation is increased to achieve a wider spot. Results show an order of magnitude increase in
volumetric removal rate due to a much wider and longer spot. Spot width increases of 3x, and spot length increases of
2x, as compared to a traditional MRF spot, were achieved. Polishing shape corrections were conducted with these spots
which resulted in convergence rates over 80%. This development allows MRF to be used in applications previously
limited by cycle time.
.
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1. INTRODUCTION
MRF is a stable, deterministic process that has proven to be capable of meeting the demands of the precision optical
fabrication industry1,2, including the polishing of large optics with freeform surfaces. Numerous developments have led to
the increase in volumetric removal rate. Of notable historical reference is the increase in volumetric removal rate by the
increase in wheel size. Increasing the wheel size increases the length of the spot and consequently increases the volumetric
removal rate. This was clearly demonstrated with the advent of the 370 mm MRF wheel which is larger in size than its
predecessors the 150 mm and 200 mm MRF wheels3. This resulted in over a 50% increase in removal function (or “spot”)
length. Another point of reference for an increase in volumetric removal stems from magnetorheological fluid
development. In the early days of MRF the fluid used was either cerium based C10, or diamond based D10. As an effort
to increase material removal rates, a new fluid, D11 was developed to achieve even higher removal through an increase in
peak removal. This effort focused on increasing the removal rate (up to 3x) by changing the particulate makeup of the
magnetorheological polishing fluid.
The determinism of MRF has established it as a main final figuring process among optical manufacturers. Paired with the
removal rate of various MRF tools, final figuring with this process typically implies a total removal of hundreds of
nanometers to a few microns of material. The point at which MRF is incorporated into the manufacturing process is
decided based on the overall cycle-time efficiency. If the MRF removal function were larger, it opens the process space
where MRF was not previously considered. Removal properties will be explored looking at the physical size of the spots
and their respective shear and normal loads. This paper will examine one application of high removal rate (HRR) MRF
for shape correction or aspherization. The aspherization correction in mind is one that would not be considered for
traditional MRF polishing due to the overall cycle time of the polishing run.
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2. GENERATION OF THE MRF HRR REMOVAL FUNCTION (SPOT)
Magnetorheological finishing is a widely known process that uses a fluid containing particles of iron and abrasive. This
fluid is injected through a nozzle on to a rotating wheel that passes through a fringing magnetic field. A removal function
is created when a substrate is plunged into the ribbon of stiff fluid where the fluid passes through a converging gap created
by the MRF wheel and substrate. This converging gap creates a shear force that enables material removal. The
embodiment of the HRR polishing head is different from the traditional MRF wheel in three areas comprising a noncircular nozzle shape, magnetic pole pieces having specifically shaped opposing tips and a non-spherical wheel shape and
surface5. The primary objective during the design of the HRR spot was to create a wider ribbon of fluid and therefore a
larger removal function.

Figure 1:(left) Section view through HRR head showing magnetic pole pieces and wheel shape (right) Overhead
isometric view of HRR head showing wide nozzle.
Controlling the opening of the nozzle allows for tailoring the ribbon shape with the intention of creating a wider ribbon
of fluid without increasing its height. This keeps the part being polished close to the wheel where the magnetic field is
the strongest. The shape of the nozzle was partially constrained based on the planned flow rate of the preexisting
pumping system used in the design. The ribbon size can be calculated based on the known volumetric flow rate and
rotational velocity of the wheel and the accompanying surface velocity. As a general performance characteristic this
HRR nozzle design requires 2-3x the flow rate of the standard wheel design to achieve the spot results that will be
presented. For material removal it is important that the magnetic field be present and strong enough to stiffen the fluid.
The traditional MRF magnet design is focused over a much narrower width whereas the HRR ribbon is much wider and
may benefit from a magnetic field that is more uniform over a wider area. There is, however, a tradeoff as spreading the
gap between the magnetic poles can significantly reduce the magnetic field given the same permanent magnet or current
used to generate the field. The third component to makeup the HRR tooling is a non-spherical wheel. This wheel is a
toroid having a short radius (R2) perpendicular to, and a long radius (R1) coincident with, the axis of rotation (Figure 2).

Figure 2: HRR Wheel
With a longer transverse radius (R1) than a spherical design, the toroidal wheel requires less fluid to fill a wider crosssection. This reduces the demands placed on the pumping system to provide a high volumetric flow rate.
Geometrically, the toroidal wheel design would be able to address the same range of plano and convex surfaces as a
spherical design, while concave surfaces would require a longer radius of curvature than the transverse wheel radius.

Figure 3: HRR ribbon on 150 mm size wheel
Using the described HRR head design with a toroidal wheel, modified magnet and wide nozzle, spots were taken on a
150 mm wheel using D11 fluid and BK-7 substrate. These HRR spots were taken at typical process settings as
compared to the standard wheel spot with the exception of fluid flow rate. The HRR spot flow rate was 2.5 lpm as
compared to a standard 150 mm wheel that used 0.75 lpm flow rate. This increase in flow was required to achieve a 1.2
mm ribbon height and a ribbon width of 16 mm. The MRF delivery system was modified to allow for the increased flow
rate. Figure 4 below shows a comparison between the two spots taken. The standard spot was taken using typical MRF
process settings including wheel speed, fluid strength and plunge depth. The HRR spot produced an 8x increase in
Volumetric Removal Rate (VRR) resulting in 2.39 mm^3/min. The peak removal was also significantly larger and
likely due to a higher fluid strength along with a smaller ribbon height. With a smaller ribbon height, the magnetic field
is higher being closer to the wheel.

Figure 4: MRF spot comparison (left) standard MRF spot. (right) HRR MRF spot. (Relative lateral scaling for
comparison)
Given the significant size difference between the spots it is natural to suggest that they will serve much different purposes.
The larger spot is not as efficient at correcting of higher frequencies but is very supportive of reducing the cycle time for
the same amount of bulk removal. Figure 5 shows the spot frequency spectrum for both the standard 150 mm wheel spot
and the HRR 150 mm wheel spot. If we consider the spot frequency spectrum perpendicular to flow, we can see for a 20%
cutoff efficiency the standard 150 mm wheel can correct down to about 4.4 mm features and the HRR 150 mm wheel can
correct down to 14 mm features. The larger spot should be well suited for low-order corrections in application areas such
as large optics finishing, polishing of hard materials, bulk material removal4, aspherization and other global shape
corrections, and recovery of figure from other intermediate processes. As with all the applications mentioned the benefit
of cycle time reduction for large optics finishing can be critical due to the inherent risk reduction in the amount of time
that is spent finishing the optic. This may also lead to a reduction in the number of times the large optic will need to be
handled.

Figure 5: (left) Spot frequency spectrum standard 150 mm wheel. (right) Spot frequency spectrum HRR 150 mm wheel

It was observed through testing that a change to the nozzle alone, keeping the same magnet and MRF wheel shapes, a
substantial increase in material removal can be achieved. This was evaluated on QED’s 370 mm MRF wheel and the
delivery system was adjusted accordingly to achieve the desired flow rate. The ribbon generated on this polishing wheel
is 25 mm in width with a ribbon height of 1.2 mm.

Figure 6: 370 mm HRR Wheel
In this case the respective normal and shear forces were evaluated and compared to a standard 370 mm MRF head (Figure
7). These forces were measured using a load cell and mechanical guide attached to a substrate. The loadcell was positioned
below the workpiece to measure normal force and behind the workpiece (in line with the fluid flow direction) to measure
shear force. As expected, we see a significant increase in both normal and shear forces when comparing the standard 370
mm spot to the 370 mm HRR spot. Of note, the rate of increase of both the normal and shear forces as a function of
substrate immersion depth into the fluid were higher when using the HRR configuration. The increase in contact area of
the spot coupled with the reduced ribbon height and presence of higher magnetic field were drivers for this increase. In
accordance with Preston’s equation an increase in Force produces an increase in material removal rate.
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Figure 7: Forces on the 370 mm wheel

The primary characteristic of any MRF system is determinism, and the stability of a variety of parameters will produce
this deterministic behavior. When stability is considered, we can first evaluate how the system looks when the fluid is
running over the wheel under the prescribed settings. The ribbon height was observed, the wheel was monitored over days
of operation looking at scraper performance and buildup of any residual fluid, and offline measurement of fluid properties
were conducted. Results showed typical MRF stability that is expected for the 370 mm wheel and polishing runs of
considerable length (multiple hours) will be explored.

3. MRF FOR SHAPE CORRECTIONS
One application of HRR MRF is using it for shape corrections. It is important to note that by the term “shape correction”
we are referring to the type of run where we are attempting to change the net normal shape of the optic in question to meet
the desired optical prescription. It differs from a figure correction as we are attempting to change the prescription of the
optic and the magnitude of error is likely much larger than what is generally considered when making a figure correction.
The most common form of shape correction that we encounter at QED today is what we refer to as aspherization. In this
case we start with an optic that has some spherical radius that is best fit to the aspheric prescription over the aperture, and
then work toward the aspheric prescription. Using MRF for shape corrections presents a unique set of challenges and
historically MRF has only been used to apsherize mild departure aspheres. Specific concerns around aspherization using
MRF include stability of the system, polishing cycle time, and management of midspatial frequencies. The Q22 large
machine platform with a 370 mm wheel was used for this aspheric shape correction. It proves critical that for a
deterministic process, stability of process parameters is necessary. This includes but is not limited to fluid strength
stability, flow stability, wheel speed and magnetic field stability. All these variables contribute to ribbon height stability
which is necessary. Over the course of the demonstrated polishing runs the system stability was found to be acceptable
and in line with the standard 370 mm MRF polishing process.
To demonstrate the shape correction capability of our 370 mm HRR head we polished a convex Off-Axis Parabola (OAP)
made from fused silica, with a 200 mm OD (180 mm clear aperture reported). The optic has a departure of 340 µm and is
not likely to be considered for polishing using the traditional MRF process due to considerable projected cycle time. The
aspheric departure of the optic is shown below (Figure 8).

Figure 8: OAP Desired Removal
We can then consider the time to polish this optic using both standard MRF polishing and using the HRR MRF process.
To complete this optic, we used the HRR process where MRF polishing consisted of three 20 hour polishing runs for a

total polishing time of 60 hours. Let’s take a minute to consider the polishing time using the standard MRF process.
Figure 9 below shows the typical removal rate of the 370 mm wheel. Considering this spot and the difference in removal
rate from the HRR spot, a total of 321 hours of polishing is required(over 13 days of continuous runtime). If we factor in
time for maintenance the total process time will likely be 14 days. This process time represents an unacceptable amount
of time to complete this job, and conventional grinding would likely be the best approach to generate the aspheric shape.

Figure 9: 370 mm HRR spot comparison

4. MRF RESULTS
The main benefit of using the HRR process is to reduce the cycle time of the optic being polished. The polishing conducted
on this optic took place over a 3-day period. The machine was setup each morning and the optic was prepared each day
for a run, and included metrology of the surface prior to starting the run. Setup consisted of cleaning off any residual fluid
and verifying fluid stability. After the 60 hours of polishing were completed, the part was remeasured in reference to its
target aspheric prescription and remaining residual figure was 21 µm as shown in Figure 10. This results in a measured
RMS convergence of over 95%. Additional MRF runs were conducted using the standard 370 mm wheel and the
traditional MRF nozzle to clean up edge effects and other high order errors.

Figure 10: Polishing Results, Residual Error
Looking more closely at the residual error, the following Figure 11 shows the central 50 mm aperture where the full 380
µm removal occurred. The data was modified using a 10 mm high pass filter to investigate mid-spatial content. You can
see a RMS of 70 nm of mid-spatial error that equates to about 0.15% removal error. This error can be corrected in
subsequent polishing steps using either MRF, more conventional means or a combination of both.

Figure 11: Residual Error

5. CONCLUSIONS
Two different examples of high removal rate MRF have been described in detail identifying the unique components
required. The scalability of the tooling is demonstrated by applying these design principles to both a 150 mm and 370 mm
MRF wheel. An 8x increase in volumetric removal was shown with the 150 mm HRR MRF wheel as compared to
conventional MRF. The application of HRR MRF for aspherization demonstrated a significant reduction in cycle time
(>5x), when compared to the standard MRF process, and provided excellent polishing convergence (>95%). Given that
the correction is made with the MRF process the impact of subsurface damage will be much less of a concern than grinding
the aspheric shape. Applications such as polishing larger optics and harder materials will significantly benefit from this
technology.
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